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Introduction… 

As the end of the Federal Fiscal Year is quickly approaching and agencies are scrambling to get their final 

FY07 contracts and tasking in place, they have not lost sight of another looming date in the not too 

distant horizon.  The IPv6 June 2008 milestone is just around the corner and agencies are making the 

final preparations for achieving success.  But, one question they are asking, very wisely, is who else is 

using IPv6 today.  Who else is eating the “IPv6 Dog Food”? 

 

Using IPv6 Today… 

There are numerous examples of IPv6 products available on the market today.  You would be very hard 

pressed to buy a router or a computer without having some form of IPv6 support.  Many of the carriers 

now have IPv6 services available as a standard offering or in beta.  But, the real question agencies are 

asking is, “Who is using IPv6 from an enterprise level.” 

 

The answer is, “Not that many,” at least not that many who have published that they are using it.  

Microsoft has probably been the most widely published enterprise transition to date and Bechtel has 

been very aggressive with IPv6 deployment.  SynExi has been IPv6 capable since our inception (thanks to 

products from Juniper Networks, Microsoft and Hexago).  The big news recently is that Lockheed Martin 

Corporation (LMCO) has announced plans to transition part of its network to IPv6.  The first phase of the 

transition should be completed later this year and will include 10 nodes on their network, spanning 

California to the U.K. 

 

Importance… 

Building an IPv6 capable network is not the same thing as transitioning an existing network to IPv6.  

When LMCO decided to move forward with the transition project they wanted to provide the maximum 

value to agencies that were in the midst of planning for their own transition.  Several important factors 

regarding LMCO’s transition include: 

 

1. Commitment:  Lockheed Martin is the first major US government integrator to announce such a 

transition.  It is apparent that their management team understands the importance of IPv6 and 

is committed to positioning LMCO as a leader in the IPv6 space. 

 

2. Method: Lockheed Martin is purposefully working through the transition with a process similar 

to what a government agency would face.  Unlike other organizations that setup an IPv6 

network from scratch, this will help LMCO understand the specific nuances and challenges 

agencies will face when upgrading their networks to IPv6. 
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3. Approach: Lockheed Martin has formed a team of IPv6 experts (including SynExi) and vendors to 

support their transition effort.  This will closely match the process agencies will go through in 

building a team to plan and implement their IPv6 transition activities.  

 

It is clear that the experience and lessons learned LMCO derives from their transition will be of great 

value to any agency as they implement IPv6. 

 

Wrapping Up… 

As the Federal IPv6 transition moves forward, it is surprising that other integrators have not leapt 

forward and begun their own internal transitions to IPv6.  LMCO has obviously taken a step forward in 

preparing not only for their own transition, but in positioning themselves to support US agencies as they 

transition to IPv6.  Of course, LMCO is calling this phase 1. It will be interesting to see their plans for 

future phases. 

 

Until next month, Happy Transitioning… 

 

About SynExi: SynExi is a partnership between leading technology experts to provide strategic-level 

consulting to meet the challenges associated with Technology Transition.  We are “Bridging the Gap in 

Technology Transition”.  Our focus is on the identification, development, and adoption of new 

technologies to meet the ever-changing mission and requirements of government and commercial 

organizations.  Our team includes world-recognized leaders in Internet technologies and Internet 

Protocol version six (IPv6) as well as many other areas of advanced technology.  Visit our website at 

www.synexi.net for more information or reach us at founders@synexi.net.  
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